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• Baryon Number Violation (BNV) is well-motivated from a theoretical standpoint: 

− Baryon number conservation invoked to explain apparent stability of matter since 
1929 but with no compelling justification

− Many well-motivated theories beyond the Standard Model (SM), including Grand 
Unified Theories (GUTs), predict nucleon decay and other forms of BNV

− Observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe requires BNV as one of the 
Sakharov conditions

• GUTs also unify the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces into a single force, 
as well as quarks with leptons and particles with antiparticles

Electromagnetic force

Weak force

Strong force

Nucleon lifetime depends 
on model considered and 
unification scale (see next 

slide)
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Neutrino Experiments and BNV
• Searching for nucleon decay is one of the best ways to constrain BNV

− Unification scale (> ) inaccessible with accelerator-based experiments1015 GeV
− Strategy: cannot observe a proton for  years, but can observe  protons 

in years
∼1033 ∼1033

∼

• Detector requirements for neutrino physics and proton decay are often 
very well aligned 
− Large, highly-instrumented 

detector masses
− Long exposure times
− Good shielding and 

overburden
− Low-enough threshold

The Super-Kamiokande detector

• The world’s best limits on 
nucleon decay come from 
neutrino experiments
− Or, the best neutrino 

physics are done in proton 
decay experiments
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Motivation
• Expected nucleon 

lifetime from various 
GUT models
(table from arXiv:2203.08771) 

− Estimates span many 
orders of magnitude

− Potential confirmation 

• Important to explore 
this space with multiple 
experiments:

− Observation of multiple 
channels important for 
determining symmetries 
of underlying model 
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Ongoing Experiments
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Historical Perspective
• Efforts date back to the 

sixties or even before (F. 
Reines and many others) 

• Experiments in the 
eighties and nineties 
reached  ∼ 1031−33 yr

− IMB, Kamiokande, 
Soudan, Frejus

− Note that KamiokaNDE 
stands for “Kamioka 
Nucleon Decay 
Experiment”

(plot from E. Kearns, 2018)

• Also shown here is limit 
KamLAND set for

 channel in 
2015
p → ν̄K+

• Current limits now dominated by 
Super-Kamiokande 
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Super-Kamiokande
• Super-Kamiokande (SuperK) is a 2nd generation nucleon decay + neutrino 

experiment:
− 22.5 to 27.2 kton of ultrapure water 

(fiducial) 
− 1 km underground
− 11,000 50-cm photomultiplier 

tubes (PMTs) 
− Recently upgraded with gadolinium 

sulfate to enhance neutron capture 

2 J. L. Raaf

In Cherenkov detectors, the principle of detection is the
observation of light in the form of Cherenkov rings that are
created when charged particles traversing the detector medium
exceed the speed of light in that medium. Water is a typi-
cal detector medium, and photomultiplier tubes are commonly
used to detect the light. Di�erent particle types are distin-
guished by the characteristics of their Cherenkov rings: elec-
tromagnetic showering particles such as electrons and neutral
pions produce fuzzy-edged rings, while non-showering parti-
cles such as muons, charged pions, and protons produce rings
with sharp boundaries. Cherenkov detectors are typically the
largest volume neutrino detectors due to their relative simplic-
ity and low cost. Fig. 1 shows an event display from the Super-
Kamiokande water Cherenkov neutrino experiment (Fukuda
et al., 2003), in which a simulated proton decay, p ô e+⇡0,
produces three showering rings: one from the positron, and
two from the ⇡0 ô �� decay. These detectors have broad
search capabilities for nucleon decay, but are limited by the
fact that particles must be above the Cherenkov threshold to
be detectable. Super-Kamiokande has been operating for 20
years, and has set limits on a large number of possible decay
modes. Its successor, Hyper-Kamiokande (Abe et al., 2015),
will be an even larger Cherenkov detector that is planned to
start collecting data within the next 10 years, providing contin-
ued opportunity to observe nucleon decay or set more stringent
limits on non-observation.

FIGURE 1 Simulated p ô e+⇡0 nucleon decay event in the
Super-Kamiokande water Cherenkov neutrino detector. Each
colored dot represents one photomultiplier tube that detected
light, with timing of the detected light indicated by color. Three
showering-type Cherenkov rings, one from the e+ and two
from the ⇡0 ô �� decay, have been reconstructed, as indicated
by the blue lines.

Liquid argon time projection chambers detect ionization
trails left in the wake of charged particles as they travel through
the detector medium. Via an applied electric field, the ioniza-
tion electron trails are "drifted" to sense wires or pads that
instrument one side of the detector to collect the charge. These
detectors provide fine-grained detail of particle interactions,
as shown in the simulated p ô Ñ⌫K+ decay in Fig. 2 . The
heavier argon nucleus, as compared to that of oxygen in the
water molecule, means that any hadrons produced by a nucleon
decay are more likely to undergo nuclear interactions as they
travel through the nucleus, and may possibly not escape to
be detectable. The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment,
DUNE (Abi et al., 2018), will also begin operation in the
next decade, providing the opportunity to perform a set of
searches for nucleon decay modes that are complementary to
the searches done in Cherenkov detectors. The decay modes
with kaons are more easily identifiable in LArTPCs than in
Cherenkov detectors where the kaon is below the Cherenkov
light production threshold.

FIGURE 2 Simulated p ô Ñ⌫K+ nucleon decay event in a
LArTPC. The vertical direction represents time and the hori-
zontal indicates sense wire number. The array of sense wires
image the particle tracks by detecting the ionization electrons
as they drift to the wires. In this display, color indicates the
amount of energy deposition seen by a sense wire: red is a more
heavily ionizing particle while light blue is minimum ionizing.

Liquid scintillator detectors use timing and abundances of
scintillation light to identify particles. These detectors have
fast and precise timing capabilities, allowing them to special-
ize in detecting nucleon decay modes with a kaon, since the
charged kaon decay chain produces a distinct timing signature
with well-defined energy spectra. A simulated p ô Ñ⌫K+ decay

Example of 
simulated 

 
event

p → e+π0
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Example from SuperK  
• Example: search for p → e+π0

Additional 
fiducial volume 
between 100 
and 200 cm from 
PMT plane

Original fiducial 
volume, at 
least 200 cm 
from PMT 
plane 

Simulated p → e+π0
Predicted background 

(atmospheric  interactions)ν Data

(signal for decays in 16O is degraded with respect to that from free protons)

PRD 102, 112011 (2020)
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Latest Limits from SuperK
• Operating since 1996! 
− Set a very high bar of 450 kt-yr of exposure

(table from arXiv:2203.08771) 

• Decades of experience through many slow improvements 
• More results still expected: 

− Background reduction through improved neutron tagging, refinement of 
intranuclear simulations, improvement of reconstruction techniques, search for 
novel decay channels

Also limit on 
free neutron-
antineutron 
oscillation 
( ) lifetime 
of  s 
(see next 
slides)

n − n̄
4.7 × 108
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NOvA
• NOvA is a long-baseline 

neutrino experiment: 
− 14 kton Far Detector in 

Minnesota
− Sensitive to intranuclear  

transformations 
n − n̄

Annihilation with nearby 
neutron gives “pion-star” event 

Example 
in NOvA

• Expect free neutron lifetime 
sensitivity  s (90% 
C.L.)

≳ 108

− Pro:  suppression likely 
lower in C and Cl than in O

n − n̄

− Con: shallow overburden 

344,000 
PVC cells 
with liquid 
scintillator

(event display from arXiv:2203.08771) 
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MicroBooNE
• MicroBooNE is part of Fermilab’s 

short baseline neutrino program

− 90 ton fiducial Liquid Argon Time 
Projection Chamber (LArTPC)

− 470 m from Booster Neutrino 
Beamline’s target

• Pros: 

• Cons: 

− Excellent spatial and calorimetric 
resolution with LArTPC technology

− Small size

− Low overburden

• Analysis in progress: 
− Limit will not be competitive, but 

will demonstrate capabilities with 
LArTPC for first time 

nnbar in nuclei 

Ed Kearns – Boston University – BLV2017 7	

π+

π+

π�
π0

π0

π0

γγ

γ γ

γ

γ

Liquid Argon TPC parallel talks (Josh Barrow, Jeremy Hewes), !
Result from SNO (Marc Bergevin)!
!
(and plenary talks – Snow, Mohapatra)!
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Next Generation 
Experiments
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Hyper-Kamiokande

− PMTs with better detection 
efficiencies and timing resolution 
(both by factor of ~2)

• Third generation nucleon decay + 
neutrino experiment

• Improvements with respect to SuperK: 
− 187 kton fiducial water target (~8x 

more than SuperK) 

(location is 8 km away from SuperK)

• Improved efficiency & background 
rejection

Proton decay signal (at SK limit) 

Ed Kearns – Boston University – BLV2017 19	

p ! e+⇡0

p ! K+⌫

with	γ	tag	
• Decay signals at SuperK limit 

would be “obvious” at 
HyperK 

• Data taking to begin by 
~2027

Proton decay signal (at SK limit) 

Ed Kearns – Boston University – BLV2017 19	

p ! e+⇡0

p ! K+⌫

with	γ	tag	

(from E. Kearns, Snowmass 
2021 BLV workshop)

• Study natural neutrinos and 1.3 
MW neutrino beam from 
upgraded JPARC accelerator
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Hyper-Kamiokande

• Improvement over Super Kamiokande limits all across the board

 discovery 
potential is 

3σ

2 × 1034 yr

 discovery 
potential is 

3σ

6 × 1034 yr

− Only factor of ~few improvement for “partially invisible” modes 
(e.g. )p → e+νν

HyperK sensitivities to selected nucleon decay modes with 10 
years of operation (20 years for dinucleon modes)

− Could further reduce backgrounds through a variety of improvements, from 
from improved reconstruction algorithms to future gadolinium doping 

(table from arXiv:2203.08771) 
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DUNE

• The Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment (DUNE) is a next-
generation long-baseline neutrino 
experiment
− Modular Far Detector design with 

up to 40 kton total fiducial mass 

− 1.5 km deep
• 4th module under open study 

− Study natural neutrinos and 
from 1.2 MW LBNF beam 
(upgradable to 2.4 MW)



Mode Lifetime Sensitivity 
(90% C.L.)
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DUNE
• One of DUNE’s main advantages: bubble-chamber-like detection capabilities 

with LArTPC technology 
− Ability to distinguish  and , low cosmic backgrounds, very low LAr 

ionization threshold for heavy charged particles, MeV-scale reach 
γ e

• Provides an important advantages for certain channels

LAr Shines for Many Modes 

Ed Kearns – Boston University – BLV2017 22	

v 		Modes	with	charged	kaon	in	final	state	(SUSY)	

	

v 		Modes	with	displaced	verLces		�	

v 		MulL-prong	modes	with	no	neutrino	

v 		nnbar	background	rejecLon	
•  	No	recoil	proton	allowed	

•  	No	CC	electron	(or	muon)	

	

v 	Lepton	+	light	meson	likely	no	beEer	than	water	due	to	

nuclear	absorpLon	of	the	light	meson.	

p →µ+	K0	

Example of p → ν̄K+Example of p → μ+K0

− For example, modes with charged kaon in final state or with displaced vertices

p → ν̄K+ 1.3 × 1034 yr

(selected estimates for 400 kt-yr 
exposure, arXiv:2203.08771) 

(from E. Kearns talk at 
Snowmass 2021 BLV 

workshop)

(adapted from FERMILAB-
CONF-18-679-ND)

n → e−K+ 1.3 × 1034 yr

p → e+π0 ∼ 1.0 × 1034 yr

free n − n̄ 5.5 × 108 s

Detect nuclear 
de-excitations 
( , , . …)?p n γ β
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JUNO

Acrylic spherical 
vessel filled with 
liquid scintillator

Water pool

Top Tracker and 
calibration house

Earth magnetic 
field compensation 

coils

Photomultiplier 
tubes

Acrylic supporting 
nodes

• The Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory is a multi-purpose 
experiment under construction in China

~52.5 km

JUNO

Yangjiang NPP
6×2.9 GWth

Taishan NPP
2×4.6 GWth

TAO

8 reactors 
26.6 GWth

JUNO

~700 m

− ~52.5 km from eight nuclear reactors 

− 20 kton liquid scintillator target surrounded by 17,612 20-inch PMTs and 
25,600 3-inch PMTs (>76% photocathode coverage)

− ~650 m overburden

− Unprecedented energy resolution of 3% at 1 MeV for a detector of this type
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JUNO
• Liquid scintillator detectors is ideal for  modep → ν̄K+
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− Detectable threefold coincidence, which is a powerful handle against backgrounds:
−  below threshold in Cherenkov detectorsK+

− Proof-of-principle done by KamLAND in 2015 (limit of )5.4 × 1032 yr
− Latest estimate of 90% C.L. sensitivity with 10 years of data:  8.34 × 1033 yr

Better time resolution from 
small PMTs (SPMTs) is an 

asset for this search 
 lifetime is 12.4 nsK+

• Also expect good performance for invisible mode n → 3ν
− Detect de-excitation of the nucleus (see PRD 96, 101802 (2006) and 

PRD 92, 102004 (2004)) 
− Sensitivity under evaluation
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THEIA
• THEIA is a hybrid Cherenkov + scintillator detector concept relying on 

two technological advances: 

− Water-based Liquid Scintillator (WbLS)

5

THEIA25

70m

20m

18m

Fig. 1 The Theia detector. Top panel: Theia-25 sited in the planned fourth DUNE cavern; Lower left panel: an interior
view of Theia-25 modeled using the Chroma optical simulation package [27]; Lower middle panel: exterior view of Theia-100
in Chroma; Lower right panel: an interior view of Theia-100 in Chroma. In all cases, Theia has been modelled with 86%
coverage using standard 10-inch PMTs, and 4% coverage with LAPPDs, uniformly distributed, for illustrative purposes.

are practically undetectable as much of the energy from
the neutrino electron scattering reaction is invisible.

Organic liquid scintillators (LS) have been used to
enhance sensitivity for below Cherenkov threshold par-
ticles. LS is currently being used in the KamLAND,
Borexino, and SNO+ detectors, and is planned for use
in the JUNO detector now under construction. While
this is very effective at increasing sensitivity at low en-
ergies, it comes at the loss of the directional sensitivity
and multi-track resolution that is a hallmark of WC

detectors. Use of organic LS also introduces issues of
high cost, short optical transmission lengths, and un-
desirable environmental and safety problems.

The recent development of water-based liquid scin-
tillator (WbLS) [22] has the potential to alter this sit-
uation. By introducing a small amount (typically 1%-
10%) of liquid scintillator into water, the liquid yield
can be adjusted to allow detection of particles below
Cherenkov threshold while not sacrificing directional
capability, cost, or environmental friendliness. First de-

− Also considering a 100 kton version called THEIA-100 with a broader program

Benefits of and progress towards massive

water-based liquid scintillator detectors

David E. Ja↵e
Figure 4 

 

�

LS WbLS(1) WbLS(2) Water
with UV illumination

David E. Ja↵e (BNL) WbLS/Hyper-K 22-23 August 2012 1 / 34

− Fast detectors with chromatic separation 

Get directionality and particle ID 
from Cherenkov detectors with 

superior energy resolution and low 
threshold afforded by scintillation 

light

• Currently being considered as 4th module of DUNE (THEIA-25, 17 kton fiducial)

− Better background rejection than conventional Cherekov detectors through improved neutron 
tagging, better resolution, and sensitivity to below-Cherenkov threshold charged particles
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THEIA
• Comparable or superior reach to 

other next-generation detectors:
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− Worse performance for  
compared to JUNO, but could be built 
to a larger scale 

p → ν̄K+

− Good sensitivity to invisible mode 
( ) through de-excitation 
of 16O nucleus
n → 3ν

arXiv:2203.08771 

arXiv:2203.08771 

EPJC 80, 416 (2020)
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Summary & 
Conclusions
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Summary & Conclusions
• Searching for BNV is a high-priority goal in particle physics

• Stay tuned! A positive confirmed signal would make a profound impact 
on our understanding of the Universe

• Very strong synergy between neutrino physics & nucleon decay searches
− Have covered a lot of ground in the last few decades
− Next-generation experiments will extend our reach by up to 2 orders of magnitude 
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Backup
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Summary Table

(table from arXiv:2203.08771) 
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Water Cherenkov vs. LArTPC

Ed Kearns – Boston University – BLV2017 23	

Mega	Water	Ch.	 Big	LAr	(generic,	Bueno	et	al.)	

Mode	 Efficiency	 BG	Rate	

(/Mt	y)	

Efficiency	 BG	Rate	

(/Mt	y)	

e+π0	 38%	 0.7	 45%	 1	

ν	K+	 22.5%	 1.6	 97%	 1	

µ+	K0	 10%	 5-10	 47%	 <2	

µ-	π+	K+	 ?	 ?	 97%	 1	

e-	K+	 10%	 3	 96%	 <2	

n	nbar	 12%	 260	 ?	 ?	

Rough and unofficial 
SK efficiency & BG 

or from HK Design Report 

B+L	

B-L	

ΔB=2	

23	

Work	underway	

to	reevaluate	these	for	DUNE	

Using	full	reconstrucLon	
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JUNO


